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BEGINNER RIDING 

Now that you own a horse and you feel confident with your beginner ground skills, it may be time to 

consider riding. That is… if you want to! Know that only you can determine when it’s safe to ride. No one 

else is responsible for your decision to get on a horse. With that in mind. Mastery Horsemanship has set 

up a few step by step actions to keep riders safer and smarter while training horses to behave in safer 

and smarter ways. 

With Mastery in mind, use the checklist below to understand what you and your horse need to practice 

at the early level of riding. Check off each box, in which you are certain you can accomplish it with ease. 

Many task will take practice. Some will take more than others. Most beginners will master these tasks 

within 5 – 25 practice sessions, depending on the horses previous training. If you stay focused, you will 

win! 

You will need riding gear, such as a saddle, bridle, and riding helmet for you. Use what you are feel safe 

using. For instance, if you feel safest using a bridle for riding, use a bridle. Don’t get stuck thinking you 

have to use what you see on the videos. Tools are less important than strategy, persistence, and 

rewarding training styles. 

What to practice: 

 Pre-ride – Every good trainer knows that getting on a horse just because he’s saddled doesn’t 

guarantee success. Horses need preparation to ride. They need to act confidently. They need to 

respond consistently and they need to stand willingly.  

 

The Pre-ride consists of saddling, circling, and hand yields. There are a thousand ways to prepare 

your horse. You are welcome to use any method that is ethical and safe. In the videos you ’ll se 

how to use circles to teach your horse to carry a saddle without bucking. You’ll learn to use your 

hands, to encourage movements you might do in the saddle, such as backing or stopping. You’ll 

learn to have your horse stand for saddling in preparation for standing for mounting.  

 

Teaching a horse to stand for saddling is simple. Imagine a white line, carved into the ground 

indicating where your horse should stand. Teach him to stand at the line, no matter what by 

encouraging him to come back each time he leaves the posi tion. When you get him or her back 

to the line, reward him, so he begins to realize it’s easier to stand in one position that be moved 

back from a hundred positions. In other words, make the right thing easy and the wrong thing 

less easy.  

 

Once you’ve taught you horse to stand still, teach him to circle while he or she carries the 

saddle. Circling at different speeds can tell you just how “ride-able” your horse is. Don’t ride a 

fast or broncy horse. Don’t ride a lazy or sullen horse. Teach your horse to respond with easy by 
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cycling through a circle or two then a reward. After a period of time, that only you can dicate. 

You will get the impression from your horse that he is safe to carry things, such as a saddle, and 

therefore, maybe you, depending on your level of confidence.  

 

Once you’ve taught circles at different speeds, ask your horse to come back to a halt. Put your 

helmet and other riding gear on you and a bridle or headstall on your horse. Ensure the cinch is 

tight enough, and begin teaching your horse to yield to your hands. Before you ever you’re your 

horse, you should check to see if he ’ll listen to your suggestions. Some horses get “stuck” and 

begin to buck, some horses get reactive. Ensure your horse is willing and calm to your hand 

suggestions, when you ask for backing, hind quarter, and shoulder movements as described in 

the videos.  

 

 Stand for Mounting – Now you have a good, relaxed, and willing horse. If you feel ready, 

go ahead and get on. But let me be clear. Don’t get on a horse that won’t stand still for 

mounting. You’re only asking for trouble! 

 

To you help your horse stand still, there are dozens of strategies. The best, and most commonly 

used strategy by man masterful trainers is what we described in the earlier paragraph about 

teaching a horse to stand for saddling. Use the same principle here. 

 

 Lateral Flexion – The goal is to softly bend the horse’s head and neck without the feet 

moving.  

 

There are three major body parts to be aware of on a horse. These three parts will be a primary 

focus through all the horsemanship levels. They are: The head, the shoulders, and the hips. The 

first focus is on the head. We want to be able, while mounted, to bend the horses neck left and 

right, moving the head slightly off center. With practice, we ’ll be able to move the head and 

neck without the other body parts moving. Lateral flexion builds to higher level maneuvers l ater 

Ask for the head and neck to bend by politely pulling on one rein. Although there are many 

variations of strategy, none of which are against the rules, a simple one rein pull is all you really 

need to practice. Help your horse become consistently soft to the suggestion of using your 

hands, left, and right. See the video for specific strategies for horses that won’t bend at all or, 

continue to move their feet when you ask. 

 

 Hind Quarter Yield – The goal is to softly move the hind feet without the horses front feet 

moving.  

Remember the three body parts? We want to be able to isolate the horses body parts early, in 

the Mastery Horsemanship programs because control over isolated parts leads to higher level 

maneuvers. Without this control, you may never advance beyond trail riding. 
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Ask for the hind quarters to yield by first bending the neck slightly with your hand and rein. Then 

apply leg or heel pressure from your boot near the horses rib cage. Most horses will respond if 

you are patient and kind. If you ask to abruptly your horse might freeze or move too quickly. Ask 

politely and only add energy if your horse gets ignorant of your leg pressure. Use the videos to 

help you if you get stuck. There are many strategies, but principally, all you must do is practice 

until you can isolate the hind feet and reward your horse each time. 

 

 Fore Quarter Yield – The goals is to softly move the front feet, without the hind feet 

moving. 

Like the hind quarter yields, we are now looking to isolate the front feet. This maneuver is much, 

much harder than the previous. So don’t get frustrated. Horses tend to put 70% of their body 

weight on their front legs. In order to keep the hind feet still, we have to transfer that weight to 

the hind feet, which allows the shoulders and front feet to become lighter and easier to move. 

There are many exercises to help with this, but basically, you must simple ask for the horse to 

lean back a step or two before stepping across with the front feet. One step at a time is ideal. 

Don’t be in a hurry. Use the videos to help you understand the details. Practice the maneuver on 

the ground, with your hands, before riding, if your horse really gets stuck.  

Ask with your reins and your leg pressure. Be sure to hold the horses head between your reins 

(don’t allow the horse to bend too much). Apply leg pressure from one side only.  

If you want to go right. Apply your leg pressure with you LEFT leg. This will push the to the right. 

Slightly pull with your right hand, but keep a soft feel on the reins. Most of your practice, will be 

correcting the wrong thing. This is normal. Most horses walk forward, move the hind feet too 

much, or freeze. Whenever you teach a new horse this skill, you will inevitably run into trouble. 

Take your time and reach out to us if you struggle to accomplish the task. 

 Walking, Turning, Stopping and Backing – The goals is to demonstrate quiet and 

polite responses from your horse related to walking, turning, stopping and backing. 

Once you’ve accomplished some of the other tasks. Spend some time practicing walking and 

turning. Use your reins to turn, and your leg pressure (usually, a light squeeze from both legs) to 

initiate the walk. If your horse fails to continue walking, don ’t worry, all horses do that in the 

beginning. Teach, don’t demand! Ask again, and reward the effort each time. Remember not to 

assume your horse knows everything. Be a teacher, not a slave driver! 

Next, teach your horse to stop and back up with your reins. Many trainers will tell you to ask 

with a body or seat signal, but don’t be fooled. Pulling on the reins is a skill that all horses must 

learn right from the beginning. Later, new signals can be implemented. Horses, just like cars, 

need brakes. By stopping and backing as a regular practice for early stage riding, you can 

develop a really good set of brakes in your horse. Without this skill, you will not be able to 

advance to the next levels. Refer to the videos to see exactly what to practice. 
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“Masters understand the horse. They think like the horse. They 

become one with the horses.” 
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